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Maxon Furniture Adds ‘The Final Touch’ to its Product Offerings
(June 11, 2007) Renton, WA – Maxon Furniture is pleased to announce the addition of several new
commercial-quality workstation accessories that provide “the final touch” when creating new – or
reconfiguring existing – office furniture.
“Adding these new accessories is part of our ongoing commitment to simplify and improve office
furniture planning and selection – right down to the accessories,” explained Maxon Product Manager
Kirk Roenfeldt. “Our accessories are built to enhance individual workstation efficiency by adding
comfort and flexibility that allow individuals to place their equipment where it best meets their
particular ergonomic needs.”

New Maxon accessories include:

•

Adjustable flat-screen monitor arms (lift-and-pivot motion technology, VESA-compatible, for single
or dual monitors, with grommet or clamp mount options)

•

Keyboard platforms and mechanism combinations (twist-lock, lift-and-lock and sit-to-stand
mechanisms)

•

Vertical-mount computer holder

•

Adjustable tray computer cart

•

Desktop task light (3’ reach with knob-free adjustment)

•

Adjustable footrest (with back-and-forth swivel for ankle flexion and extension)

Existing Maxon accessories include: mounted task lights, panel-mounted accessory holders, railmounted panel accessory holders, rail-mounted shelves, diagonal or vertical paper trays, binder bins,
center drawers, and dome electrical receptacles.
About Maxon Furniture Inc.
Maxon Furniture Inc. is a premier office furniture maker and provider of innovative, leading-edge
workspace planning tools and services. The company offers a full range of quality, easy-to-install-
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and-reconfigure panel systems, freestanding furniture, and seating products to help organizations
quickly and easily find the right workspace solution to fit their budget. Maxon Furniture offers a unique
go-to-market strategy to partner with dealers, engage new customers, and offer streamlined, reliable
purchase, delivery and installation processes. Headquartered in Renton, WA, Maxon Furniture’s
manufacturing plant is located in Salisbury, NC. Maxon Furniture has been an operating company of
HNI Corporation since 1986. For more information, visit www.maxonfurniture.com.
About HNI Corporation
Maxon Furniture is an operating company of HNI Corporation, the world’s second-largest office
furniture manufacturer. In 2007, IndustryWeek magazine recognized HNI Corporation as one of the
50 Best U.S. Manufacturing Companies, for the fifth consecutive year. In 2006, Fortune magazine
named HNI Corporation one of America’s Most Admired Companies in the furniture industry; and for
the eighth consecutive year, Forbes magazine named HNI Corporation one of the 400 Best Big
Companies in America. HNI Corporation's common stock is traded on the New York Stock Exchange
under the symbol HNI.
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